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Bringing Biblical
Principles of
Governance

5 Things You Need To Know About...Seattle

Greetings My Friends,

Our nation is in tumult. Rioting and looting and burning have occurred in so
many cities. Allow me to address one of them right now, that is, Seattle. 

There are five things you need to know about what the Bible says –
economically – about what is happening in Seattle. Some people are surprised
the Bible speaks to governance issues. Well, it does.

Most Christians understand that the Bible speaks about our personal life, our
family life, and our church or congregational life. But few Christians know that
the Bible speaks clearly about civil governance – how a nation is
supposed to function, economically and otherwise.

They don’t understand that it is God who established the government, and it is
God who establishes nations. He is smarter than you and me. He knows
how the government is supposed to work. And He is so loving that he even put
that information in a book for us all - called the Bible. 

In my book titled Well Versed: Biblical Answers to Today’s Tough Issues, I
lay out the scriptural foundations to taxation, immigration, minimum
wage, social security, healthcare, welfare, and many other topics – about
30 in all.

http://www.wellversedworld.org
https://vimeo.com/378025819
https://www.facebook.com/WellVersedWorld/


Here is the truth: 
To the extent that a nation will follow biblical principles of governance,
to that extent it will reduce human pain, suffering and poverty. 
To the extent that a nation violates biblical principles of governance, to
that extent it will increase human pain, suffering and poverty.

Marc Nuttle

My economist friend Marc Nuttle tells me that of the 193 nations of the earth,
178 of them are hanging by a thread economically. Their GDP (gross
domestic product) is too low, and their debt is too high. Is it God’s plan for
nations to be economically destitute? No. 

Now back to the news in Seattle. There are so many anti-biblical principles
in the “Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone” (CHAZ), which has changed its
name to “Capitol Hill Occupied Protest” (CHOP). An obvious one is a theft!
“Thou shalt not steal.” But I would like us to go to the economic issues –
biblical economic issues.



Wayne Grudem
Art Lindsley

First, let’s look at the fundamental five scriptural principles of economic
health and prosperity for a community and a nation. My friend, Theologian
Wayne Grudem, and co-author Economist Barry Asmus contend that there are
78 different biblical principles for national prosperity (The Poverty of Nations: A
Sustainable Solution). 

My good friend Art Lindsley states there are five basic biblical economic
principles which are:

1. Private property
2. The rule of law
3. Productive work
4. Ingenuity
5. Well functioning global markets 

(Taken from For the Least of These: Biblical Answers to Poverty by Anne R. Bradley and
Art Lindsley, page 11).

All of these are strongly affirmed by Scripture.

CHOP – in Seattle – violates the first. Private property has been
commandeered and confiscated. Today on the news, owners of homes were
trying to move, and businesses were closing.

Secondly, the rule of law has been lost. There are no police. The Mayor of
Seattle is beyond incompetent. She is complicit. Men carrying AK 47s and
baseball bats were initially seen moving around the area.

Productive work cannot flourish in an environment of vandalism and theft.

Ingenuity – except in hooliganism – is not occurring. 

In the chaos, it is not possible to be productive and participate in the global
markets. 

In fact – and this is both pathetic and almost hilarious – they changed their
name from “autonomous” (CHAZ) with phrases like “you are now leaving the
United States” to “occupied" (CHOP). Why? Because it revealed too openly the
thugs that they are. As an example, when there was a dumpster fire nearby,
they had to call the Seattle Fire Department (allegedly from a different
“country,” remember?) to put out the fire!



Every nation and every community that violates the biblical principles of
governance – economic or otherwise – cannot produce long term sustainable
peace and tranquility for their citizens. 

And that is why the Well Versed ministry exists – to bring biblical
principles of governance. Thank you for believing in us. We bring biblical
principles to government leaders in Washington DC. I recently phoned 11
Members of Congress to encourage them. Please pray for them. We also have
Zoom Bibles studies in the United Nations in New York City weekly, as well as
in other governmental cities.

Thank you for standing with us during this remarkable time. If you would like
to both support us and receive a nice give – the Nano Bible, the world’s
smallest Bible, carved in a tiny stone, in Hebrew, mounted on jewelry – let us
know. See the information below. 

Blessing on you,
Jim Garlow

The Classic Star of David is yours for a
donation of $175.

The Bronze Nano Bible Lapel Pin is yours
for a donation of $100.

Click HERE to Donate

Well Versed, Inc. is a 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation.

http://www.wellversedworld.org/donate


Watch this video to partner with us in ministry!

Donate Website

For more information, call 1-855-777-9355 or email us at  Info@WellVersedWorld.org
To read more exciting news about Well Versed, please visit our website HERE.
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